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A historical overview
Pung cizens to death and ordering execuons by authories and those in posions of power is a typical
and punive phenomenon that, unl relavely recently, both with and without the approval of judicial
authories, was included in the laws of all countries.
Even now, state-sponsored forms of violence and the assassinaon of polical groups impact upon the
lives of many. The earliest references to the just treatment of people’s rights in the history of civilisaons
include Confucianism, Buddhism and Mithraism (during the reign of Cyrus the Great); during the early days
of Chrisanity through the state (for example, Emperor Constanne, who began to formalise Chrisanity
as the state religion of the Roman Empire, and banned cruciﬁxion); as well as the early days of Islam and
the inial Caliphate. Important polical discourse surrounding the noon of ‘treat others as you wish to be
treated’ were to some extent reﬂected in these instances. However, this imperave yielded greater ethical
dimensions than those of legal or penal.
In contemporary mes, it was during the enlightenment era when, for the ﬁrst me, a thinker called Cesare
Beccaria, in his book entled ‘On Crime and Punishment’ referred to the inhumane nature of execuon and
raised a call for the eradicaon of execuon in speciﬁc cases. Wrien in 1764, Beccaria’s book was one of the
best selling books of its me. According to Beccaria, execuon does not lead to a decrease in the number of
criminals/crimes. Therefore, one of the most important reasons used by legal authories and states for the
use of execuon was seriously quesoned.
Following this book and the increase in the level of knowledge and public awareness, many cizens,
intellectuals, civil rights acvists and scholars began their eﬀorts to ﬁght against execuon. Among them was
the Heidelberg University scholar, Carl Miermaier whose second book called ‘death penalty’ was published
in 1830. They were among well-known ﬁgures in Germany and Scandinavia who raised their voices against
execuon and began to popularise their point of view among the masses.
In 1867 Portugal became the ﬁrst country to eradicate the execuon of criminals during peace me. In
1870 Holland, in 1889 Italy, in 1902 Norway, in 1921 Sweden and in 1930 Denmark were among European
countries that also stopped the use of execuon in mes of peace. Unfortunately this human rights-led
and humane approach was later set aside by fascists in Italy and Spain, Nazis in Germany and Stalin’s
dictatorship in the Soviet Union. The murder of dissidents, Jews and Roma were conducted by those regimes
but countries that regard themselves as liberal and supporve of human rights also conducted courts such as
Nuremburg and ordered the execuon of Nazi and fascist criminals1.
Human rights convenons and execuon
Following the 1948 raﬁcaon of the Universal Declaraon of Human Rights in Paris, a new process for the
stay or abolion of execuon got underway. This process was similar to that prior to WWII. Many countries
abolished execuon either during peaceme or enrely. Following many years of negoaon2, in 1965 the
UK signed a bill to abolish the death penalty.
It is important to note that, among European policians, in spite of their dynamic relaonship with the
social sciences, where the noon of abolishing the death penalty had been prevalent for many years, the
fear of public opinion, which viewed execuon as a means of violence prevenon, stopped them from
openly expressing their views or approving laws against the death penalty. To this day, public opinion is an
important factor in accepng or rejecng execuon as a form of punishment. Therefore, the most eﬀecve
way of abolishing the death penalty must be through a two-track approach. The ﬁrst step is to raise public
awareness and share informaon about the lack of impact execuon has in decreasing rates of crime and
violence. The second must be working with policymakers.
It is interesng to note that the European Convenon on Human Rights that was approved in 1950 did
not idenfy execuon as a form of punishment. This was added following a substanal delay in 1983 in an
amendment to protocol 6 of the Convenon that abolished the death penalty in peaceme.3 Much later,
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in 2002, in another amendment known as protocol 13, execuon at all mes, including during war, was
abolished among the member states of the Council of Europe , a mere 15 years ago.4
What is important to note here is that changes in culture in our society and acceptance of societal norms
and new policies require fundamental change in a society. Gradual changes in public opinion can result from
a change of policy. Policymakers introduce new laws. Then economic and social condions transform and
ﬁnally the masses, meaning society as a whole, begin to accept these changes. Research in legal advances,
the evoluon of norms and constructs by polical sociology and social sciences in general point to the fact
that the polical schools of the modern era, in parcular humanists, social democrats, liberals, feminists and
acvists, in harmony with other groups and modern pares, are among the most important social forces
demanding the abolion of the death penalty.
It is important to emphasise that the struggle for access to human rights for all is not a struggle for equal
rights for all during the contemporary era, but a long term process that stems from the earliest days of
groups and communies. However, it is only during the modern era that, following the formaon of judicial
and legal instuons, and those responsible to act as a check on instuons of power, that the inﬂuence of
individuals and authoritarian processes have been diminished, and gradually, in democrac countries, human
rights have been recognised as a polical norm.
In other words, that democracy and human rights each necessitate the other is not natural or God-given.
It is possible, even in democrac sociees to regress to dictatorship and authoritarianism. In 21st century
Europe, the possibility of extreme naonalists and those in favour of radicalisaon such as the Front Naonal
in France, UKIP in the UK, the Sweden Democrats, the Danish People’s Party in Denmark and Geert Wilders’
Party in the Netherlands reversing progress on human rights and reinstang the death penalty is real. The
elecon of new US President Donald Trump could also potenally reverse recent steps taken to reduce the
use of the death penalty in America. However, the point is that human rights-friendly and democrac states
must be re-enforced and protected by civil society organisaons.
How to measure the rate of universal rights
Issuing and carrying out execuons is an important indicator for the lack or presence of democracy, human
rights laws, due process and funconing of judicial systems around the world. As of 2016, in 104 countries
the death penalty is enrely abolished and in 36 countries it is temporarily banned. Therefore, in more than
75% of the member states of the United Naons, execuon is no longer applicable or currently not being
carried out. The number of those put to death in 2016 is esmated at more than 2,000. This rate does not
include those executed in China due to a lack of reliable data. In addion, around 20,300 individuals await
their execuon.5
As menoned above, execuon or death sentences against cizens by the authories in charge based on
current bodies of law was a regular occurrence unl the end of WWII. Tradion, social norms and pracces,
religion and ideology played an important role in the maintenance of capital punishment.
For instance, in Muslim majority countries, according to the laws of Islam, cizens can refer to the laws
of qesas6 and demand execuon in cases involving murder. In such cases, other legal sancons must be
replaced by execuon. In other words, two forms of punishment take place: legal/judicial and religious.
Iran and juvenile execuons
According to Iran’s laws the age of criminal responsibility is 15 years for boys and 9 years for girls. If a crime
takes place prior to the age of 18 the case is placed in a queue and usually execuons are carried out aer
the accused reaches the age of 18. Internaonal human rights convenons condemn the execuon of those
who have commied crimes whilst below the age of 18. This means that issuing death sentences for those
below the age of 18 can be argued to be illegal. Usually those below the age of 18 when comming a crime
are sentenced to serve periods involving rehabilitaon and educaon.
According to reports issued by the Human Rights Commission of the United Naons, Amnesty Internaonal
and Human Rights Watch, along with Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Sudan and Somalia, Iran connues to subject
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juvenile oﬀenders to execuon. This pracce is in contradicon with the framework of the Internaonal
Convenon for Civil and Polical Rights as well as the Convenon on the Rights of the Child.
The most recent reliable news about rates of juvenile execuons in Iran was published towards the end of
January 2017 on the website of the UN Human Rights Commissioner and states that during 2016 at least 5 of
those sentenced to death in Iran at the me of comming the ‘crime’ were not of legal age .7
There are no oﬃcial stascs to determine the naonal or ethnic identy of those juveniles who are facing
execuon or have been executed, however, it is possible to argue that, due to the centralist policies of
the Islamic Republic, marginal communies and regions, in parcular Kurdistan, Khuzistan, Adharbaijan,
Turkiminstan, and Baluchistan, may be disproporonally aﬀected. Most of Baluchistan, much of Khuzistan,
and Kurdistan face poverty and unrest is rampant in these parts of the country. It appears that the number of
juveniles executed in Balushistan, Khuzistan and Kurdistan may be relavely higher than in other regions.

What does the Islamic Republic claim?
Islamic Republic oﬃcials share others’ views. In his response to a queson regarding juvenile execuons,
Alireza Jamshidi, the spokesperson of the judiciary, stated: “As you know we do not have execuon for those
below the age of 18. What appears in our laws for those between the ages of 15 and 18 is qesas. We have
prepared a bill in this regard that in case of approval will be implemented.” He added: “Our perspecve
regarding those whose age at the me of comming a crime may have been below 18 involves peace and
reconciliaon. Fortunately, in some cases, the case has reached an amicable end. With regards to the case
you are quesoning, he was above the age of 18.”8
Penal codes and Islamic punishments
Penal codes in Iran are in accordance with Islamic punive laws. In other words, fatwas and legal processes
that stem from 1,400 years ago. Since 2007 the process of approving a revised penal code has been ongoing
and in 2013, aer addressing concerns expressed by the Guardian Council, the revised code was approved
by the Islamic Republic Parliament and has begun implementaon. The greatest and most comprehensive
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challenge to the new penal code, much like the original penal code, is that of hadd9, qesas, death penalty
and the age of criminal responsibility, set at 9 for girls and 15 for boys, stemming from Islamic law.
Based on Arcle 78 of the new code, children and teens below the age of 12 who commit a crime are
introduced to social workers, psychologists or educaonal and cultural instuons in order to receive
training. However, youth between the ages of 15 and 18 who commit a crime face hadd or qisas which may
result in execuon aer they reach the age of 18.
Despite the fact that in the revised Islamic penal code the legal and public nature of penal laws are
emphasised10, lawmakers have determined punishments based on sharia laws, and since there are varying
interpretaons of Sharia among clerics, then the principle of equality before the law is violated.
Ayatollah Sanei has determined the age of maturity and legal responsibility at 13 years. In other fatwas
physical characteriscs have been noted in place of age. Ayatollah Fazel Meybodi states: “Maturity is an
evoluonary and natural phenomenon and lawmakers cannot reject or validate it and say: a 9 year old girl
is automacally mature.”11 In summary, it can be stated that Islamic Republic penal codes are based on
feudalist standards where clerics and judges make legal and penal pronouncements according to their own
inclinaons. Instances of miscarriages of jusce, random sentences and inhumane punishments over the past
four decades are rampant 12. Subsequently, the number of execuons over the past decade has grown at
least ten-fold. Therefore, the struggle for the abolion of the death penalty and juvenile execuons in Iran
must connue more than ever before.13
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